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Using Vision Anywhere in a Shared Care Setting
Most Vision Anywhere functionality is the same whether you are accessing your
practice's registered patients or are working as part of a shared care
organisation. The following functionality is specific to shared care access:
 Logging in - When you login to Vision Anywhere, you have the option of
selecting your local practice or your shared care service. You can
subsequently select the relevant shared appointment list.

 Registration Status - Vision Anywhere currently supports patients with
the permanent and applied status.
 Patient Consent - This must be recorded in order to access the patient's
record. See - Consent on page 6.
 Patient Selection - When manually searching for a patient, you can see
which practice they are registered at. You can also select patients at EMIS
practices if they are part of your shared care organisation.
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 Acute Printing/Re-printing - In a shared care setting and if using
Windows 7, you can print and reprint acute prescriptions. The print option
is available from the Current Encounter view after prescribing.

 Repeat Medication Management - Full repeat medication management
is available for Vision registered patients if the Vision version for all
practices in the organisation is DLM 485 or above. If one practice is on a
lesser version, basic repeat lists are displayed for all patients.
 EMIS Patients - Full repeat medication management, decision support,
access to care reminders and correspondence is not currently available
when you have an EMIS patient selected.
 Windows 7 Minimum Specification
 Processor 1.33 GHz
 RAM 2 GB RAM
 OS Windows 7 SP1, 32-bit and 64-bit
 Disk space 10 GB
See also - Video Tutorials.
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Consent
When Vision Anywhere is used in a Shared Care Service a consent model is
implemented to ensure that a legitimate relationship exists with a patient, before
their record can be viewed.

Consent reasons
The clinician must record patient consent, i.e. confirm that the patient has given
permission to access their record by selecting the most appropriate option from
the following list:
 General practice registration - when the patient is actually
registered to the clinician's home practice.
 Expressed patient consent to access - patient has given consent.
 Self-claimed relationship - when it's in the best interest of patient
OR court order OR public interest.
 External access - when user is not a GP/hub user and are
accessing the patient out-with the service e.g. an auditor.
 Patient had given consent - patient has given consent.
 Emergency consent - emergency access for urgent treatment when
patient is incapacitated.
If a patient has dissented to share their record with the service, when a
consent reason is chosen, the message "Please note that the patient
has withdrawn consent from this service" displays.
Select "Record a consultation without consent" to proceed.
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See - Using Vision Anywhere in a Shared Care Setting on page 4
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Write Back
Once information has been added into Vision Anywhere and the encounter is
closed, it is then automatically sent back to the patient's record in either Vision
or EMIS.
Any consultations recorded in a shared care setting have "Dr Federated User"
as the clinician.

Vision Practices
The encounter automatically codes into the patient's record.
The consultation details display as normal in the journal.

EMIS Practices
The coded clinical data automatically files into the patient record, however due
to a limitation on the EMIS API any medication prescribed is degraded - and
therefore needs to be added by the practice staff.

An email alert also generates to advise the practice that an encounter has been
recorded in the shared care setting.
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Prescriptions - Shared Care
Any medication prescribed in a Shared Care setting displays the Prescribed
out of Practice flag next to the item in Vision 3.

When the entry is viewed, the source displays as "By GP in another practice".
If the medication was printed, the date is also recorded.

For EMIS sites see - Write Back on page 8.
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